Introduction {#S1}
============

Optical Coherence Tomography Elastography (OCTE) has the potential to be an important diagnostic tool for pathologies including coronary artery disease, osteoarthritis, malignancies, and even dental caries. Many groups, including our own, have performed OCTE using a wide range of approaches. However, current OCTE approaches are not scalable to video rate modulus assessments. While considerable effort has gone into techniques for applying stress and measuring tissue changes, there are substantial challenges that are overlooked largely because they play little role at slow acquisition rates. The most significant of these are the tissue responses (and to a lesser degree static tissue properties), such as tissue strain response times, preload variability, and conditioning variability. This paper examines these limitations and explores overcoming them through a top down approach. First, an example clinical scenario is discussed where OCTE could play an important role in patient morbidity and mortality. This is in the prevention of myocardial infarction or heart attacks. Second, the principles behind OCTE will be examined. Third, the limitations tissue properties (dynamic and static) place on current OCTE, for in vivo video rate assessments, will be discussed. These are a minor issue at slow acquisition rates but prevent current approaches from being scaled up to real time. Finally, we introduce one approach to overcoming these limitations. For this approach, one component is that stress is applied with constant frequency, amplitude-modulated ultrasound. The amplitude is changed between two values on every first and third frame so that tissue strain plateaus during measurement on every second and fourth frame. While this general approach overcomes the obstacles, the approach is not limited to a specific embodiment as will be seen.

Example relevant clinical scenario {#S2}
----------------------------------

Acute coronary syndromes (ACSs), myocardial infarction and unstable angina, are the leading cause of death in the industrialized world, representing over 25% of all mortalities in the US alone \[[@R1]\]. The importance of early aggressive intervention in the highest risk groups can't be overemphasized. In addition to intense global risk factor reduction, such as cholesterol management, selective catheter-based intervention on high-risk plaques would be a highly significant advance in reducing mortality. But direct intervention on these plaques is generally not possible because of the limited ability to identify and risk-stratify thin-capped fibroatheromas (TCFAs), the predominate plaque that leads to ACSs \[[@R2]\]. Plaque strain analysis and autopsy data has demonstrated TCFAs are characterized by intimal caps less than 100 μm thick and have soft necrotic cores (high strain), making them susceptible to rupture \[[@R2]--[@R14]\]. When these plaques rupture, they release thrombogenic necrotic material into the blood, a clot forms, and the vessel occludes in about 20% of the cases \[[@R2]--[@R19]\]. We have recently demonstrated the TCFAs in proximity to long longitudinal necrotic cores or shafts may represent this 20% at greatest risk of progression to ACSs1 \[[@R20]\]. *The role of OCTE in this clinical scenario will be both to identify those thin-walled plaques that have necrotic cores as well subclassifying them to the highest strain*.

In the early 90s we introduced optical coherence tomography (OCT) for assessing high-risk plaque, which is particularly effective for identifying thin intimal caps on plaques \[[@R21]\]. OCT, which is reviewed elsewhere, is a micron scale imaging modality based on the back reflection of infrared light \[[@R22]--[@R27]\]. Human intravascular imaging was performed in the first decade of the millennium and it was FDA approved in 2010 for coronary imaging \[[@R28]--[@R31]\]. Time domain OCT (TD-OCT) was the dominant OCT embodiment for over a decade, but the higher acquisition rate of swept source OCT (SS-OCT), which frequency sweeps the source and reconstructs backscattering indirectly, is now the standard for intravascular imaging. While OCT provides improved delineation of TCFAs relative to other technologies, both limited use of certain capabilities as well as misconceptions of the efficacy of others has restricted its utility \[[@R30]--[@R36]\]. One of these capabilities is OCTE. We have recently reviewed OCT limitations/misconceptions in several publications including papers in *Nature Cardiology Reviews* as well as *Circulation* and *JACC* (in addition to several open access papers that are more extensive) \[[@R27]--[@R33],[@R35]\]. These serious misconceptions include overestimating its efficacy for identifying necrotic cores, needed for recognizing TCFAs.

Necrotic core identification is critical for selective plaque intervention because TCFAs lead to most ACSs. The necrotic cores are both thrombogenic and soft (high strain), the latter predisposing to rupture. Primarily fueled by one study (Yabushita et. al), a commonly held but incorrect belief (for over a decade) is that current OCT image interpretation reliably identifies necrotic cores \[[@R23],[@R25],[@R36]\]. The authors claimed 'diffuse borders' between the intima and core identify lipid plaque, which we have demonstrated is highly unlikely to be correct. Further supporting this is incorrect is that the study treated necrotic core and lipid collections as identical, which is incorrect and a distraction to the field. The conclusion of the study was that the 'diffuse border' criteria only had a 70% predictive power for lipid plaque (with no insight into necrotic plaque*)*. But this criteria is being used in clinical trials claiming incorrectly to identify necrotic cores with no experimental data to support the conclusion. The problems should have been obvious from the author's own observations "False-positive OCT diagnoses of lipid-rich plaques often contained histological evidence of small amounts of lipid present within a predominantly fibrous plaque." We have produced theory and data, in numerous publications, why the diffuse border criteria is incorrect and an alternate assessment approach is needed \[[@R21],[@R27]--[@R33]\] Two additional smaller studies had even less promising results using the diffuse border criteria; one of these studies reported only a 45% sensitivity and 83% specificity for identifying lipid-filled plaques \[[@R24]--[@R26]\]. Our conclusions, that current OCT does not identify necrotic cores, have been supported recently by the *2012 Consensus Standards for Acquisition, Measurement, and Reporting of Intravascular Optical Coherence Tomography Studies* \[[@R36]\]. The problem is these important conclusions were not stated prominently in the paper by the panel. In the text the panel wrote "At present, there are no definitive published studies directly comparing OCT lipid pool--containing plaques with necrotic core by histology, and as a result, the Evidence Level was Determined to be Low for OCT delineation of necrotic core." In other words, saying a lesion has a necrotic core by OCT imaging is not based on any data in the literature. All our concerns with the Yabushita et al. paper can't be addressed in this limited space here but we have extensively reviewed this topic elsewhere \[[@R23],[@R27]--[@R30]\]. Since current OCT approaches do not identify necrotic cores, OCTE represents a promising alternate approach for identifying necrotic core.

Principles of Optical Coherence Tomography Elastography (OCTE) {#S3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

OCTE has the potential of addressing many clinical issues, particularly identifying necrotic cores and especially those with high strain. Elastography, as discussed below, measures tissue displacement (strain) within images, under a controlled stress, to assess mechanical properties (modulus) \[[@R37]--[@R40]\]. With elastography, when an applied axial force is known and the strain is measured, then the Young's modulus can be estimated (essentially stress divided by strain) \[[@R41]--[@R43]\]. This assumes tissue is relatively uniform, incompressible, and an isotropic linear elastic material, which we will demonstrate is valid for the approach proposed. Our group and many others have developed OCTE techniques at slow data acquisition rates \[[@R43]--[@R82]\]. But only several groups, including ours, have validated these techniques against standards. Similarly only a small number of groups have performed OCTE at video rate and we are unaware of a video rate study validated against standards. The amount of OCTE work is extensive so will not be listed here (several examples are outlined in the discussion). Instead, in the next section, we discuss the different components of OCTE and this encompasses all the different OCTE techniques.

OCTE components {#S4}
---------------

OCTE approaches, and elastography in general, can be viewed as consisting of five components (many publications simply divide them just into static versus dynamic stress techniques). Understanding these components is critical to developing OCTE for in vivo vascular assessments of TCFA. The five components of OCTE are the stress application, modality used to measure tissue changes in response to stress, approach to analyze measured tissue changes, static tissue properties, and dynamic tissue properties in response to the applied stress. All OCTE techniques are a combination of these.

It is the last two that are the focus of this paper because they are rarely recognized issues but they limit in vivo utility of most (if not all) current OCTE techniques. They dictate how the stress is transformed into strain. With regard to system design, the fourth influences the intensity and area of the applied stress. The fifth limits when the strain can be measured. Not taking into account these last two has limited real-time OCTE.

### The components are {#S5}

#### 1. Methods for applying intravascular stress {#S6}

The various approaches of applying stress to a plaque include: A. direct contact pressure, generally from an expandable intravascular balloon, B. fluid pressure from saline flushes or timing to blood pressure changes, and C. ultrasound (including pulsed such as acoustical radiation force). The first two do not produce reliable pressures and are not discussed here. \[[@R21],[@R58]\]

#### 2. Technology for measuring strain {#S7}

For intravascular elastography, the modulus/strain is generally measured either with IVUS or OCT. *A. IVUS:* IVUS has superior penetration to OCT. Its disadvantages include the need to also use OCT for assessing other structures (ex: intimal cap width) and the large area over which elastography data is averaged. In addition, IVUS produces pressures (from the ultrasound) in excess of 100 kPa (\>250 mm Hg much higher than TCFA moduli), the influence of which is discussed under component five (causing high irregular pre-loads and conditioning \[[@R55]\] B. *OCT*: OCT offers many advantages for elastography assessments of plaque. First, it allows, along with elastography measurements, simultaneous assessment of plaque microstructure less than 20 μm. Second, unlike ultrasound, light produces no pressure so there is no preloading or conditioning. Third, since ultrasound is not used for assessment, ultrasound can be used for controlled applied stress (pulsed or CW). A limitation of OCT is penetration. But while it is an issue when assessing core depth, it is not a major issue for OCTE. This is because we are primarily interested in the mechanical properties of the core near the cap center, so penetration is not an issue.

#### 3. Three approaches for analyzing the modulus {#S8}

The three most common approaches that attempt to measure the modulus through tissue movement (under controlled stress) are speckle displacement, phase changes, and dynamic approaches. While elegant, the phase-based approaches with their high resolutions are not optimal in vivo as they are too sensitive to noise and tissue movement. The dynamic approaches attempt to model a complex varying strain. This is challenging to achieve, as it involves many assumptions on tissue properties that may be inaccurate, but it also has similar sensitivity issues to the phase approaches \[[@R48]--[@R57]\]. With sufficient resolution for assessing plaque and less sources of error, available data strongly suggests speckle-based approaches are optimal for in vivo application. Speckle is described elsewhere, but it basically is subcoherence length interference between particles giving pixel-to-pixel variations. Speckle shifts with stress and can therefore identify small displacements \[[@R58]--[@R59]\]. The most common speckle tracking elastography technique is the cross correlation function, which we have used previously and is discussed elsewhere \[[@R42],[@R43],[@R46],[@R47]\]. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows displacement vectors within an atherosclerotic plaque, where the length of the arrow demonstrates amount of displacement. Among the merits of the cross correlation function are decreased noise, having been extensively tested, and minimal vessel movement artifacts (relative to phase and dynamic approaches). A significant limitation is that the adaptive window needs to be carefully designed for optimal performance (if too small, it is insensitive and, if too large, it will average out values). We have already generated data in arteries supporting a 21×21 pixel as the optimal correlation window for plaque \[[@R42]--[@R43]\]. Loss of the speckle pattern from too large displacements must be prevented and so de correlation measurements are important in determining the applied stress.

These first three components are the most focused on in OCTE research but the next two, the fourth and fifth, are both the most overlooked and the most critical to take into account for video rate OCTE. These components, and the challenges they introduce, are one of the most critical aspects of the paper.

#### 4. Static tissue properties {#S9}

Static tissue properties include the size, shape, amount of compression, and composition of the necrotic core. For measurements to be accurate, these static tissue properties need to be accounted for. Specifically they determine the appropriate area to apply stress (location and size) and what pressures can be applied (which for TCFAs is relatively low, 5--25 kPa). These are important in maintaining linear properties as numerous studies looking at plaque elastic properties demonstrate measurements are accurate (i.e. hold within 2% of the actual modulus and are linear) when: 1) the lipid core modulus is higher than the surrounding tissue, 2) the core is larger laterally than axially, 3) the compressions are only over the core (and not adjacent intima), 4) compressions are less than 5%, and 5) applied pressures are near the tissue modulus \[[@R83]--[@R89]\]. The first two hold for TCFAs microstructure and the other three are *dictated by the sampling area and optimal applied pressures. We will see that the beam size needs to be smaller than the TCFA diameter (less than 2 mm) and the applied pressures much less than 100 kPa. These are essentially universally overlooked in OCTE design, but they need to be critical to accurate modulus measurements.* Numerous studies have demonstrated that, when these conditions are met for the small plaques we are interested in, heterogeneous lipid cores behave as if they are relatively homogeneous (i.e. regional assessments are representative \[[@R83]--[@R89]\]. This would not hold for IVUS elastography because of its low resolutions, which would result in areas outside the core being sampled and high irregular pressures associated with IVUS (\>100 kPa).

#### 5. Dynamic tissue responses {#S10}

The dynamic tissue responses may be the most critical challenge to video rate in vivo OCTE, but they are the least considered factors in system design. But these dynamic responses are a main focus of this paper. Of particular importance, which can alter the measured modulus unpredictably, are the pre-load, conditioning, and finite tissue response times. Because of these, at high acquisition rates, stress generally does not under most circumstances translate to a highly reproducible modulus. Therefore, stress needs to be applied with an understanding of the dynamic tissue responses to improve accuracy. These factors are not a major issue at low data acquisition rates, but as will be seen they become extremely important at high data acquisition rates and with pulsatile stresses as dynamic tissue responses will lead to inaccurate modulus measurements (when not compensated for). In other words, the measured modulus is a function of the pre-load, conditioning, and tissue response time. We provide an approach that accounts for and controls these factors. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} looks at the response to a CW stress. *First*, the pre-load (green arrow in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the lowest baseline force on the tissue, can substantially alter the modulus. It therefore should be accounted for and kept constant. Generally, the preload on the vessel wall (in vivo) is the diastolic blood pressure (approximately 10 kPa = 80 mm Hg) but when IVUS is used, the ultrasound becomes the preload because of the higher magnitude (greater than 100 kPa) \[[@R55]\]. We will demonstrate one way of controlling it by using the lower of two ultrasound CW amplitudes as the pre-load. It should be noted that it is challenging to keep the preload constant with a pulsed source, which is why we use the CW approach outlined. *Second*, conditioning (red line in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), or rhythmically altering stress on the tissue, can decrease the modulus so it needs to be controlled. We will be applying a constant carrier frequency, to the CW ultrasound, that provides constant conditioning. *Third*, although rarely appreciated but likely the most critical limitation, there is a finite but substantial response time for the strain to plateau (blue arrow) after the stress has been applied. In general the tissue strain response reaches near plateau at 20 msec \[[@R90]--[@R92]\]. For slow acquisition rates, which are how the vast majority of OCTE experiments have been performed, the tissue has plateaued after CW stimulation during most of the B-scan. But when considering B-scans at video rate (approximately 30 msec/frame), the problem becomes clear. This means the strain for a given CW stress is constantly changing during one B-scan. Therefore, sophisticated modeling (assuming it could be modeled) would be required even if the pre-load and conditioning are unaffected. Our approach avoids the need for this complex modeling. For a pulsed stress the situation is worse, where modeling of pulses to date does not account for this. Using the plateau phase (red line), we have developed a strategy to keep the strain, preload, and conditioning relatively constant during OCTE measurements.

Overcoming the Challenges of Static and Dynamic Tissue Responses for Video Rate OCTE {#S11}
====================================================================================

Proposed embodiment for video rate OCTE {#S12}
---------------------------------------

OCTE at video rate faces challenges posed by static and dynamic tissue responses. Using a top down methodology accounting for these factors, we propose a *general OCTE approach* at video rate that can be used with a variety of physical embodiments (with one described here). Here, with respect to dynamic properties, CW ultrasound at two amplitudes (amplitudes discussed below) is used as the applied stresses (but the approach is not restricted to ultrasound). The lower ultrasound value is the preload and the ultrasound carrier frequency is used for conditioning. The ultrasound are changed between every other frame (1^st^ and 3^rd^ frames) while measurements are made in the other two frames (2^nd^ and 4^th^). This is seen in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. By transitioning CW stress amplitudes in between measurement frames, rather than trying to measure the modulus while it is fluctuating, it accounts for the dynamic tissue properties (strain response time, pre-load and conditioning) without the need for complex modeling (strain has plateaued).

To address the problems associated with static tissue properties, we propose a focused beam size of 2 mm on the plaque. This beam size will not cover the plaque edges (TCFAs of interest exceed 2 mm in diameter). In our previous examination of fibroatheromas and fibrous plaques for OCTE, the area assessed was 50×50 pixels, with a 21×21 kernel window, and 500 μm by 50 μm imaging area. The same will be used here. The applied ultrasound pressure is in the range of TCFA moduli (\<75 kPa) which is much lower than that used in previous OCTE. How the ultrasound amplitude will be identified is discussed below.

A schematic of the proposed system design is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} \[[@R48]--[@R50],[@R60]--[@R77]\]. The SS-OCT imaging system is a Light lab C7-XR FD-OCT Intravascular Imaging System (St. Jude Medical). A modified C7 Dragonfly Imaging Catheter will be used (St. Jude Medical). The transducer on the catheter is discussed below. This transducer is driven with an amplitude-modulated signal from an arbitrary waveform generator (Tabor Electronics 8026), amplified by a ENIA-500 power amplifier. The available amplitude range needs to be between 5 kPa to 250 kPa to cover the range potentially needed, making the system versatile. It is anticipated the lower amplitude value will be 10 kPa (diastolic pressure) and, based on current knowledge of lipid plaque moduli, have an upper value between 50--75 kPa. Synchronization is needed between ultrasound amplitude changes and SS-OCT sweeps. Therefore, since the software in SS-OCT generates a trigger signal, this is achieved by outputting through the TTL port to the function generator ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@R93],[@R94]\]. The amplitude changes begin 5 ms into the 1^st^ and 3^rd^ B-scans ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As previously stated, the carrier frequency serves as the means to control conditioning. Based on work by our group and others, speckle modulations by the carrier decreases with increasing frequency (negligible at 1 kHz) until it reaches approximately 10 MHz (and greater) where particles begin Doppler shifting the OCT signal. The optimal frequency will be near 1 MHz, which needs to be confirmed by performing self-correlations of A-scans (for the highest and lowest strain phantoms). Here the correlation function in the optimal frequency range should not be significantly different from zero.

Our preliminary studies on the speed of this cross correlation approach are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and suggest there is no need to change to either a generic algorithm, phase analysis, or other speckle approaches. As can also be seen, rapid analysis is achieved even with a relatively slow computer (5 year old Apple, 2.26 GHz). As stated, a kernel window size of 21 × 21 based on previous work is used. We are interested primarily in the average displacement for the area of interest. Absence of decoherence needs to be confirmed.

This approach deviates from the status quo by at least five criteria {#S13}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

### 1. Use of applied stresses near that of TCFAs {#S14}

Based on prior work, plaques high in lipid have moduli around 10--35 kPa (values are slightly higher for intact versus opened arteries). But TCFA specifically have not been examined, which needs to be done. The large applied stresses used to date in OCTE studies (particularly those used with acoustical radiation pressure or photo acoustic impulses) are much higher than 35 kPa \[[@R81]--[@R86]\]. Using strains (ultrasound amplitude differences) in the range of the weak TCFAs will increase differentiation of the small differences among TCFAs as well as the results being near linear. These TCFA moduli can be measured by applying a series of weights *simultaneously* assessing displacement (measured both optically and with calipers). This is a procedure we have previously described and review below \[[@R42]--[@R43]\].

### 2. Compensating for the finite tissue response time {#S15}

Again, the finite tissue strain response times need to be compensated for at high data acquisition rates. In other words, strain needs to remain relatively constant during the B-scan for an accurate measurement of the modulus. As stated, it takes approximately 20 msec to reach steady state once stress is applied. This is an issue at video rate as each frame is about 30 msec so the strain is continuously changing ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we will overcome this problem by applying stress with constant frequency, amplitude-modulated ultrasound in alternate frames. The amplitude is changed between two values. The strain variability is reduced by performing elastography measurements on the 2^nd^ and 4^th^ frames while transitioning amplitudes on the 1st and 3rd frames.

### 3. Dealing with SS-OCT specific issue {#S16}

The approach needs to be tailored to SS-OCT currently used for intracoronary systems (most TD-OCT elastography approaches are not transferable to SS-OCT). With SS-OCT A- and B-scans are reconstructed and indirectly measured. So with SS-OCT, the variable strain from the tissue dynamic properties alters the autocorrelation function (unlike TD-OCT) as individual frequencies used to reconstruct it are altered unpredictably. The alternating frames, as in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, are also used to deal with this issue specific to SS-OCT.

### 4. Maintaining a constant pre-load {#S17}

Preload needs to be controlled as it alters the value of the measured modulus. This will be achieved by keeping the lower of the two-ultrasound amplitudes constant and above diastolic pressure.

### 5. Controlling conditioning {#S18}

Conditioning needs to be controlled as it alters the value of the measured modulus. A constant ultrasound carrier frequency will be used to achieve this.

### 6. Area of applied stress {#S19}

The area of applied stress needs to be kept smaller than the TCFA. This is to avoid compressing the edges that would alter modulus measurements.

### 7. Sampling area {#S20}

In our previous examination of fibroatheromas and fibrous plaque for OCTE, the area assessed is 50×50 pixels, with a 21×21 kernel window, and 500 μm by 50 μm imaging area. There is no reason to suspect that a different window size will be needed for TCFAs. The reason is that the amount of depression will be less (not more) because of the reduced stress.

Discussion {#S21}
==========

OCTE has the potential of being a powerful diagnostic tool across a wide range of disorders from osteoarthritis to oncology. Here, to illustrate the importance of advancing the OCTE field, we have focused on using OCTE for the prevention of MI by identifying weak TCFAs. Many OCTE approaches have been examined to date and are reviewed elsewhere \[[@R47]--[@R57],[@R59]--[@R74]\]. This paper illustrates current OCTE approaches fail to fully take into account most critically dynamic tissue properties and to a lesser extent static tissue properties. The most critical conclusion of the paper is that these limit current OCTE accuracy at video rates.

We are not going to examine these limitations for all the different OCTE approaches (just two). Instead we have discussed the five components that all OCTE techniques are a combination of. By doing this, the limitations imposed by dynamic and static tissue responses for video rate imaging are clear for all OCTE techniques. Many papers simply divide OCTE techniques by their excitation into static/quasi-static and dynamic, but this ignores these tissue responses that introduce error. So it should be clear from the work in this paper that the technically elegant dynamic excitation approaches become unreliable at high frame rates primarily because of the dynamic and static tissue properties. The more recent dynamic excitation approaches of phase-resolved acoustic radiation force optical coherence elastography method (ARF-OCE) and OCT alternating line elastography (OCTALE) are obvious examples \[[@R68]\]. The ARF-OCE method utilizes chirped acoustic radiation force to produce excitation along the sample's axial direction, and it uses a phase-resolved OCT system to measure the vibration of the sample. Under usually 500-Hz square wave modulated ARF signal excitation, phase change maps of tissue mimicking phantoms are produced by the ARF-OCE method. While this technique has generated considerable attention, it has not been validated against standards. But more relevant to the paper, the dynamic tissue properties result in the modulus varying unpredictably at video rate. The second example is the relatively recent OCT alternating line elastography (OCTALE) technique. It employs the correlation between the overlapping point-spread functions (PSF) of adjacent A-scans, instead of comparing subsequent B-scans. The faulty assumption with this approach is that at video rate, the strain for a given stress will be the same for each A-scan making the overlap of the lateral PSF viable to use. But as outlined in the paper, the tissue strain response is complex and changing, making this an invalid assumption. In addition, the modulus (between A-scans) is altered by the changing preloads and afterloads. Because the dynamic tissue response can't be (and aren't) accounted for these popular dynamic excitation techniques, we strongly support the static/quasi-static based approaches for real time OCTE.

In this paper, we presented an approach that used CW excitation changing in alternate frame. It illustrates how to overcome challenges posed by dynamic tissue properties to allow in vivo real time application. System parameters were chosen based on current knowledge of tissue characteristics in the vascular system but can be adjusted to optimize for different organ systems. The system is designed to easily alter parameters for optimizing performance. Parameters that can be altered include amplitude gaps, carrier frequency, window size, beam size, pixel density, which frames are sampled, and the use of alternative speckle algorithms. For example, if a given tissue the response time (on preliminary testing) is longer than the frame rate, approaches to deal with this include increasing preload (increase the lower amplitude), increasing conditioning (carrier frequency), or using every third rather than every second frame. In another example, if the amplitude differences tested result in insufficient differentiation of tissue types (ex: different TCFAs), the amplitude difference can simply be increase (with likely some modification of the window size). The opposite would be true if decorrelation is an issue for a pathology of interest \[[@R90],[@R91]\]. The amplitude difference and window size would be decreased (with higher sampling).

In addition to dynamic properties, static tissue properties also needed to be accounted for. Here, to maintain linearity, the applied pressures need to be near the tissue moduli and the beam size appropriately chosen. As discussed, as part of incorporating static tissue properties, we need to establish the range of tissue moduli to optimize the applied pressures (ultrasound amplitude differences). Prior OCTE studies on atherosclerotic arteries, including by our group, used stresses much higher (\>100 kPa) than the moduli of lipid plaque (\<50 kPa based on the limited data in the literature). But no group has studied TCFA moduli specifically, just plaque in general. By optimizing the system around the TCFA moduli, relevant plaque differentiation can be more sharply defined and linearity maintained. A common procedure for determining these moduli, we have published previously, involves applying a series of weights to the center of the plaques with a tripod \[[@R91],[@R92]\]. The tripod avoids uncertainties from a suspension bar or from free weight movement. The diameter of the weights is the same as the ultrasound beam (2 mm), which will be smaller than the plaque width, eliminating edge effects (distorting the modulus). The objective is to find at least 5 weights that encompass the modulus range of TCFAs. In the past we have measured the compressions from these weights optically (OCT) and with calipers \[[@R93],[@R94]\]. This gives stress (weight) and strain (compression) profiles for the plaque moduli calculation. With this knowledge, it is repeated with ultrasound and the ultrasound amplitudes to achieve pressures in this range determined.

We have also noted how the tissue needs to be sampled is dictated to a large degree by the static tissue properties. Sampling, of course, can only be over a limited region of the plaque but it needs to be representative. From a practical standpoint, 'representative' clinically means able to differentiate the plaques of interest and doesn't necessarily imply being technically precise or an idealized measurement (i.e. needs to be repeatable). But in general, the tissue has to behave as if it is uniform, incompressible, and an isotropic linear elastic material for repeatable measurements. We have already discussed for the plaque of interest this is a reasonable assumption. Several critical factors hold for these plaques allowing linearity to be an excellent assumption (holds within 2% of the actual modulus). These are 1) the lipid core strain is higher than the surrounding tissue, 2) the core is larger laterally than axially, and 3) compressions are less than 5% \[[@R81]--[@R86]\]. The first two points are the nature of TCFAs and fibro atheroma while the last point is achieved by restricting the applied stress to around the TCFA moduli.

We are also concerned about the size of the sampling area. Too small and it doesn't give representative sampling and too large edge effects occur. In general, previous data has shown small heterogeneous lipid cores the size of the TCFAs behave as if they are relatively homogeneous \[[@R30],[@R40],[@R84],[@R85],[@R92],[@R93]\]. Based on this, the data supports regional imaging of a 500 by 500 μm area under the cap center to be effective. This is chosen for several reasons. First it is smaller than the ultrasound beam (2 mm) so there are no edge effects which prevents compression of the periphery of the cap (with ultrasound pressure) that could give an artificially high modulus. Second, compression from above (and central) is consistent with models of in vivo diastolic stress that leads to TCFA rupture.

Limitations {#S22}
-----------

This paper has focused on tissue characteristics (dynamic and static) that need to be accounted for to achieve accurate measurements of moduli at video rate. The ultrasound-OCT catheter, needed for in vivo imaging, has not been the focus and likely initial studies will be performed in vitro with open arteries. There are two reasons for this. One reason is that optimizing performance in vitro will be needed before the best design of the catheter can be established. The second reason is several potential designs exist and this would be the source of a paper itself. The major issue is how the ultrasound is applied, as the catheter is otherwise the same. The OCT catheter optics are less than 400 μm so incorporating ultrasound for transmitting will not significantly effect catheter diameter. The ultrasound needs to be a beam at 2 mm in diameter or less so ring transducers used with optoacoustical imaging are not an option \[[@R94]\]. It is likely a phase array deliver system will be used similar to some IVUS designs as this will allow a focused application of the ultrasound. Since the focus of this paper is overcoming the limitations, at video rate, of dynamic and static issue characteristics, the issue of catheter design will not be discussed in any more detail.

Conclusion {#S23}
==========

Current OCTE approaches can't be scaled up to the needs for in vivo imaging, particularly intravascular imaging where it likely will have a major impact. Both dynamic and static tissue properties are not considered in their design, resulting in inaccuracies at video rate. Factors preventing this up-scaling include finite tissue response time, varying preloads, and varying conditioning. In this paper we propose an OCTE approach for in vivo real time imaging that addresses these challenges and is viable for intravascular imaging. While it is relevant to other pathologies, it offers the opportunity of being the technology that can differentiate stable from unstable plaque to prevent myocardial infarction.

Dr. Brezinski's work is currently funded by National Institute of Health Grants R01 AR44812, R01 HL55686, R01 EB02638/HL63953, R01 AR46996, and R01 EB000419. R21 EB015851.
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Computation time for two images of 50\*50 pixels, at variant pixel rate and window size.

  Pixel rate   Every pixel   Every other pixel   Every third pixel   Every fifth pixel
  ------------ ------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  21 pixels    16.3 sec      4.3 sec             1.9 sec             0.9 sec
  31 pixels    15.4 sec      3.7 sec             1.7 sec             0.8 sec
